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ABSTRACT

Due to their large dynamic range (in excess of 16 bits)
signals from LHC calorimetry poses severe problems
to the shaping and digitizing circuits. We are
investigating a solution for an ADC based on a
custom floating point format Since the calorimeter
precision is limited, the full dynamic range can be
split into 8 positive subranges and 5 negative ones,
each with an 8 bits dynamic. The reduced number of
bits (8 for the mantissa, 4 for the exponent and 1 for
the sign) translates itself into a reduction of the power
consumption bom of the ADC and of the following
digital filtering stages.
The architecture of the ADC, its implementation on
silicon will be given together with results from
simulation and some actual measurements.

1-THE FLOATING POINT FORMAT

We propose to convert analog to digital signals as
soon as possible in a calorimeter electronic chain. The
two main obstacles for an « all digital solution » are
the power consumption and the dynamic range. As the
required precision is 8 (or 9) bits, we propose a generic
study which shows that a floating point format is fits
the calorimeter specifications. By introducing this
format as soon as possible in the readout chain, we
save power consumption during the conversion as well
as in the digital filtering parts.
The signal processed in this study has 16 bit dynamic
range and 8 bit precision. It is bipolar, 90% positive
for 10% negative, like the ATLAS LARG shaped
signal. Its sampling frequency is 40MHz.
To fulfill these specifications we have to respect
technological constraints. So, the whole amplitude of
the signal we process is from -400mV to 4V.

Our floating point format is given by the expression :

E-[sign][mantissa]2[exponent]

The mantissa range is given by the 8 bits required
precision. The exponant range is given by the dynamic
range 4 bits. So we cover the whole 16 bit dynamic
range. A 1 bit sign is added to describe the signal

negative part This format gives us the following
coding table, which splits the dynamic range into 8
positives subranges and S negative ones.

g7

86

R5

J?4

g3

R2

Si

go
-go

-gl

-g2

-g3

-g4

[0] 1111 llll[llll]
[0] 10000000(11111
[0] 1111 1111(11101
[0110000000(11101

[011111 1111(11011
[0110000000(11011
(0] 1111 1111[UOO]
[0110000000(11001
[ 0 ] l l l l 1111(1011]
[0] 10000000(1011]
[O]1U1 1111(1010]
[0110000000(1010]
[0)1111 l i imooi]
[0110000000(10011
[ 0 ] l l l l 1111(1000]
[0] 1000 0000(0000]
[0] 1000 0000(0000]
[01 1111 UllflOOO]
[011000 0000(1001]
[oinii nimooi]
[0] 1000 0000[ 1010]
[0)1111 1111(1010]
[0] 1000 0000(1011]
[O]1U1 1111(1011]
[0] 1000 0000[ 1100]
[0)1111 1111(1100]

table 1.1 : codes

An other way to describe the subranges is to evaluate
die thresholds values and the corresponding energies as
given in the following tabular.
It showes that we will need 12 comparators to produce
all the subranges. Their precision is given by those
required for the smaller subranges, so :
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Threshold
S7
S6
S5
S4

S3
S2
SI
SO
-SI
-S2

-S3
-S4

Value
2V

IV
500mV
250mV

125mV
62,5mV
31,25mV
OV
-31.25mV
-62,5mV
-125mV
-25OmV

Energy
1.64TeV

819.2GeV
409,6GeV
204,8GeV

102,4GeV
51,2GeV
25,6GeV
OGeV
-25.6GeV
-51,2GeV
-102,4GeV

-204,8GeV
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tab 1.2 : Thresholds and energies

The precision assumed by this format is between 0.4%
and 0.8% for all subranges except the smaller one.
For gO and -gO the precision goes from the calorimeter
one (100% for the lowest energies) to 0.4%.
Such a format leads to use a reduced number of
comparators to design the ADC (about 40). The
number of significant bits is reduced from 16 (for a
monogain integer format) to 12 (because of the format
normalization, the mantissa MSB is always 1), so the
power consumption and the silicon area are drasticaly
reduced
Besides, the use of this format within the filtering
algorithm E-Eai*vi leads to save power consumption
and silicon area, because we use 8 bits operators and
12 bits pinout instead of 16 and 32 respectively within
an integer converter.

2-THE ADC ARCHITECTURE

The following picture shows the general diagram of
the converter.
It straigthly suits the floatting point format.
The design is built around three main blocks : the
range converter which computes the subrange number
and the sign, a set of amplifiers controlled by the
range converter, and a classical 8 bits ADC to
determine the mantissa, in fact two 4 bit half-flashes
converters. A coding logic is then used to get a
normalized floating point 12 bit format. We focused
on the range converter because it is the one part which
sees the whole dynamic range.
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Fig. 1.2 : ADC general schematic

3- THE RANGE CONVERTER
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Fig. 3.1 : The range converter

The figure 3.1 shows the architecture of the range
converter. The main part of the design is the
production of the comparator thresholds. Then are
designed comparators and a logic part. With a classical
resistor ladder on a 16 bit dynamic range signal, the
comparators operating points are range from OV to
4V. This dispersion is uncompatibie with the



comparators required precision. Such a resistor ladder
is very sensitive to reference and/or signal
perturbations. To minimize these effects, we choose to
use an active differentia] ladder as shown on figure 3.2.
So we get the following avantages : all the
comparators have almost the same operating point,
there is no need of a reference voltage, and common
mode noises and digital pick-up are rejected. For these
reasons, all our basic circuits will use a differential
structure.

There is no sample and hold on this range converter
input as usually, because we use latched comparators.
The sample and hold is implemented in the next
amplifier stage where it only requires 8 bit dynamic
range

3.1) A differential reference ladder

This active reference ladder is a carefully compensated
differential amplifier with symetrical resistors ladders
connected to the collectors. The threshold voltages are
given by the following formula :

AV n -R n VA.

It depends on the amplifier gain A, a resistor value Rn,
and the current l0. Because it is a resistor ratio, A is
well controlled. Rn a resistor value so with 10% to
20% precision must be compensated by the current \.
The ladder schematic is the following (fig 3.2):

Fig. 3.2 : differential ladder

The comparators are connected in a non symetrical
way, to process the non symetric signals issued from
the shaper.
Linearity and bandwidth were measured on prototypes
The results are the followings.

Linearity range (<1%) 4,4V
Bandwidth 28MHz

They are consistent with simulation, thanks to a
carefull layout design to assume resistors ratios
precision.

3.2) The comparators

The differential comparators designed from an ISN
Grenoble [1] idea, are negative edge latched. They are
composed with a bipolar differential amplifier followed
by a folded cascode amplifier-latch and a dynamic
memory. As they are edge latched, they can be used as
digital track and hold to avoid the use of a 16 bit track



and hold on this first stage, as said before. Preliminary
measurement results shows a sensitivity better than
200u,V. We hope to have more precise results in a
near future to compare them with the 2jiV precision
(without technological dispersions) we got in
simulations.

4-THE SET OF AMPLIFIERS

4.1) The architecture

After the converter range , a set of amplifiers is
designed to present a correct signal to the mantissa
classical half-flashes 4 bits ADC.
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This differential track and hold is a carefully designed
unity gain amplifier with a capacitive charge, short-
circuited on the inputs during hold time.
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Fig 4.1 : The track and hold block diagram

Measurements on prototypes gaves us 4V linearity
which is sufficient because within the amplifier stage
the sample and hold only need 3V signal. We
measured a bandwidth in excess of 30MHz, and an
acquisition time of 10ns with a 10 MHz input signal
frequency.

5- CONCLUSION

The whole range converter and all the different
prototypes were realized using the AMS l,2u.m
BiCMOS technology. The whole design is full
custom excepted the digital coding which is designed
using AMS digital cells.
The subranges converter layout has about 600
transistors, on 1.3 mm2.
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Fig. 3.4 : Set of amplifiers

The signal is amplified by 8 different amplifiers, then
it is processed by the sample and hold. There must be
a delay, depending on those amplifiers, between the
sample and hold clock and the comparators clock.
Then, depending on the twelve comparators results,
the signal is switched or not to the adder. Notice that
the highest required gain value 128 is got by adding all
the amplifiers signals.

4.1) The Track and Hold



All our preliminary tests results are consistent with
simulation results. All the negative
subranges were correctly observed. A missing bit on
the positive subranges is attributed to a fixed bug in
the combinatorial coding part.

We propose an ADC architecture adaptable to the
dynamic range and the precision of various
calorimeters. We show that a custom floating point
format fits calorimeter requirements and leads to an
optimized readout electronics.
With this kind of architecture we can save silicon area,
power consumption and reduce connectivity
complexity.
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